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Helena: Every day I can be thankful! Yes, Lisa?
Lisa: Yes, absolutely!
Helena: But sometimes I think we just forget to be thankful.
Lisa: Yeah! Sometimes life tends to happen and we forget the things to be grateful for. We begin to look at
the areas of our lives that’s not working and we forget to be grateful for the things that are working, or for
the lessons we learned when things didn’t go right. Gratitude is the soil from which all other great things
grow, because when you can be grateful for what you have, then you open up the door to invite in more.
Helena: And these are little things to be grateful, not the big things. You can be [inaudible] grateful to
breathe air.
Lisa: Yes! When I, when I do my gratitude time, I have an agreement with myself that the things that I’m
grateful for can’t cost anything.
Helena: This is great!
Lisa: They can’t cost anything...
Helena: Yes!
Lisa: ...[inaudible] it makes it really clear to be grateful for the things that are priceless.

Controlling the negative self talk
Helena: We are miracles. We’ve forgotten too often, yes?
Lisa: Absolutely! I think that, and I, you heard me say it before that we are all unrepeatable miracles, and
what that means is like, no one can do you, like, you are a unique being that no one has your style, no one
has your energy, no one has your flare, no one has your personality. That we are unrepeatable miracles and
to make use of that, to contribute that to the planet, to share the miracle called you, to stretch, to grow, to
serve from the miracle called you, is an absolute honor. It’s an honor, not an obligation, an honor.
Helena: But why we forget so many times? You know, we listen to these voices inside of our head. You
know, sometimes they are angel voices, but too many times they are like monster voices, you know...
Lisa: Right, right!
Helena: ...who are telling us: “You cannot do it. You are, I don’t know what.”
Lisa: Right! Well you know I, our self talk is powerful and everywhere you go there you are, and your self
talk is going to be there with you. I think what I would love to focus my energy on is laying a foundation of
another conversation about myself, so that when that negative self talk comes in, I have something to draw
from. That, when we began to stop keeping score, “I failed at this. I didn’t succeed at that. I’m not smart
enough. I’m too big. I’m the...”, when we stop judging ourselves and we see the beauty, the, the gifts that
we bring, the contribution, the unique contribution that only you can bring, and we replace that
conversation or we add to the conversation a more powerful conversation. I always tell people don’t make
a ‘to do’ list, make an ‘already done’ list. What are all the things that you did in the last 10 years, in the last
15 years that you dare not tell people. You don’t want to run down there, that [inaudible] seem like you
were bragging. But what if you took a moment and you celebrated you? What if you made a list, you
[inaudible] your list will probably be three pages long. The last 15 years, the last 20 years. When you, when
you add to... yeah, this negative self talk. When you add to this conversation of what you’re proud of about

you, all of a sudden your energy becomes focused on that conversation. It’s in the absence of having the
things that you acknowledge yourself for, that you automatically go to judgment.
Helena: But how to do the change? Because I see Lisa today, and I know that Lisa 20 years ago was not the
Lisa as is today, yes?
Lisa: No!
Helena: She also had this...
Lisa: Oh!
Helena: ...different self talk.
Lisa: Well the thing is, she had negative self talk and it was driving her. My old me 20 years ago, my
negative self talk was driving me. The Lisa you see sitting in front of you now, she has negative self talk as
well. It doesn’t go away. It just has to sit in the back seat. It doesn’t get to drive [crosstalk] no not, not even
the front, you can’t even sit in my passenger seat. Matter of fact, it needs to get in the trunk. But it comes
along with me is my point. That when you get me, you get my light and you get my darkness. The difference
between Lisa today and Lisa 20 years ago is that I’m aware of what my negative self talk is. I’m aware of my
issues and I manage them, they don’t manage me.
Helena: But how to do this switch? Because a lot of people, you know, are just like, they’re just on one
point. You know...
Lisa: Right!
Helena: ...they’re just looking at this negative side.
Lisa: Right! So my question to you would be, would you still go forward if it wasn’t just a switch? It’s not a
light bulb, it’s not a [inaudible]... You can’t flick, it’s not a light switch. It’s not an on-off knob. If you, if you
knew you’d have to work at it, if you knew that it’s like a muscle. It’s like wanting a six pack. You know you
can’t go to the gym one time and get it. You know you can’t go to the gym one time and get amazing arms.
You know it’s going to take visits. That’s the first thing a trainer tells me at least. Would you still be willing?
Because emotional healthiness requires even more investment than physical healthiness. And so, there is
no switch, but there’s things to start. So number one is; begin to feed yourself a better conversation. Begin
to feed yourself a conversation that’s empowering. Find the things about you that you love. And if you can’t
do that, find someone who loves you and ask them what are the three things they love about you. And find
three people and ask them three things, and use those nine things if you can’t find your own. So you asked:
“What do you do to switch?”, number one; you know that the [inaudible] recognize a switch is going to take
a while, and that you’re, you’re in it for the long haul, right, and then go, and then replace the conversation
about you that you’re currently having with something that you might not even be able to believe right
now. But it feels better. It neutralizes some of those other statements. If you’re having a hard time to access
that, go to someone else and ask them: “What’s powerful about me? What, what, what do you admire
about me?” I have this exercise I do that says: “What I love about myself is... What I like about myself is...
What I admire about myself is...”, and I have people to do that in order to begin to see: “Yeah! You’ve got
this long list of things to improve on, but you’ve got a long list of things that you like, love, and admire as
well. You just didn’t know it because you never took time to celebrate that.”

Writing your next chapter
Helena: This is good advice. Also, I think everybody can be the best version of yourself.
Lisa: Absolutely!

Helena: It’s easy!
Lisa: Absolutely! Absolutely! You will, you will always be a crappy version of me and I will always be a
crappy version of you, but you can always be the best version of yourself. And as long as you give yourself
freedom to allow it to be co-created by you and you and the universe and the divine and, and know that it
doesn’t have to look like anyone else, it won’t look like anyone else. I think that once you do that, you get,
you can create anything, anything in you. Who do you want to be? Your next chapter is blank. You know
like...
Helena: You will write it.
Lisa: Yeah, yeah, yeah! You see, this, you know there was a time when this chapter, this next chapter was
blank. I had to live it first, I had to live it first, then I could write it. Well, what if you look up and you realize:
“Wait! My next chapter is blank, I could write it.” So often Helena, people are living their next chapter like
they lived their last chapter. They’re cutting and pasting the old chapter into the next chapter.
Helena: Quite boring.
Lisa: It’s boring, and if you didn’t like something in the old chapter, you just brought it into your next
chapter...
Helena: Yeah!
Lisa: ...you just wrote it into your next chapter. Well, when you begin to hold the pen in your hand and say:
“I am the designer of my destiny. I am the author of my autobiography. I get to write a best selling book
called my life story.” Whether you ever physically write a book or not, you’re writing your life story...
Helena: Yes!
Lisa: ...by the way you live.
Helena: And, and you can choose what kind of story would you like to write, yes, what will be your legacy?
Lisa: Are you writing a love story? Are you writing a story of triumph? Are you writing a tragedy? Are you
writing a comedy? What kind of story are you writing? It’s your story, you get to choose. And guess what? It
doesn’t matter what chapter, 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 11. If you’re on chapter 13 write it the way you want chapter
13 to look, not based on chapter 6. That your setbacks, if you had setbacks, your setbacks isn’t something
you have to relive. Your setback is just a set up for a comeback. You just have to write the chapter that way.
Helena: It is so easy, yes? We just complicate so much.
Lisa: I, I don’t think the application is super easy, I think the choice to move your mindset is easier than we
think. And then the application comes, and I don’t think at the beginning it’s easy because it’s so foreign,
it’s so new, it’s so different, and you’ve got to keep at it because you’ve got to keep building that muscle,
you’ve got to go back to the gym again and again and again and again. When I leave you right now I’m
headed to the gym, and I’m tired, and I don’t want to be in the gym, but I want the muscle...
Helena: Yeah, so...
Lisa: ...I want the tone [crosstalk]
Helena: ...so you have to work the...
Lisa: You have to want the outcome. You’ve got to really be sold out on the outcome, and then be willing to
do the work that’s necessary to get to the outcome.

Helena: And this doesn’t mean that there won’t be mistakes...
Lisa: Oh!
Helena: ...because the more successful you are, more mistakes you do. And this is...
Lisa: Oh my God! If I, if I got, if I, if I was unable to lead a company when I surpassed 150 mistakes, like,
you got a 151 mistake quota and then you cannot lead the company, I would have been kicked out of my
own company like 10 years ago. You’re going to make mistakes. You’re going to fail. Don’t plan to fail, don’t
expect to fail, just understand that failure, the potential of failure is a part of the process. Because when
you give yourself permission to fail, you give yourself permission to run harder, leap faster, jump higher. You
give, there’s no boundaries because you said: “Okay! If it don’t work, it don’t work.” But if you’re trying to
protect it not working, you’ll never really lead because you’re trying to protect it not working.
Helena: And sometimes it’s hard to understand, but, the greatest mistakes could be the best gifts for you.
Lisa: Oh my God! I’ve, I’ve purchased some of the best mistakes ever, I’ve purchased some of the best
lessons ever, through my mistake. I, I, I could have probably gotten that lesson if I read somebody’s book,
but instead I wanted to go through it myself, and I didn’t read the book or I didn’t apply what I learned
in the book, which is why if you’re reading my book, please apply what you’re learning in the book. But I
learned expensive mistakes. Expensive! And I think the beauty, the beautiful thing about having an
expensive mistake where they cost you a lot of money, it cost me a lot of time, or cost me a lot of energy, or
cost me a [inaudible] my peace of mind. All of those are costly. What I love about them when they’re really
costly, what I love about it when they cost me a lot, when they hurt a lot is that I only have to get the lesson
once.
Helena: This is nice, yeah! Not over and over and...
Lisa: No! Sometimes...
Helena: ...the same lesson.
Lisa: ...sometimes the lesson doesn’t cost you enough, right?
Helena: Yes!
Lisa: It doesn’t cost you enough so you keep going back and needing to get the lesson again and again, because it doesn’t cost you enough. When it costs you enough, you only pay for it one time. I got a lot of one
timers.
Helena: Yeah! This is good, yeah! This is the good news, yes?
Lisa: Yes!

Finding your purpose
Helena: When you were a little girl, what did you dream of?
Lisa: I wanted to get out of my neighborhood. I wanted to go and live in a nice neighborhood. My
neighborhood was riddled with gang activity. I lived between the, the... I lived between two gangs and I had
three fights a week, so I just wanted to be safe. I wanted to be safe when I left my home.
Helena: And now you are safe, yes?
Lisa: Yeah! I wanted to be able to have the freedom to do things that I couldn’t do when I was little. I
always, I always heard: “We can’t afford that! We can’t afford that!” So I want it to be safe, I wanted to be
able to afford what I wanted. I didn’t want to want something that I can’t afford. And, I didn’t want my child
to be afraid to walk home from school, because I was afraid to walk home from school. So my first
motivation I’m kind of saddened to say was all based on things I didn’t want anymore. I didn’t have enough
amazing stuff [inaudible]... Let me say this, when I was 15 my teacher said: “What do you want to be when
you grow up?”, and I said “Alive!” Because of my community, that was on the table, that was at risk. And I
told the teacher, I looked in her eyes and I said: “If I get to 21, ask me again.” That was hard! I was in
survival as a kid. My family was in survival. Beautiful family, great mom, great dad, but we were struggling
so much. I, I didn’t dream much, I just dreamt of getting out. And then once I got out I [inaudible] “Oh!
Okay, I got that done. Check! Now what’s next?”, then I started dreaming. Then I wanted to inspire people,
I wanted to travel the world, I wanted to wear a black suit. I don’t know why, why that was important. I
wanted to help people.
Helena: And also, now you [inaudible] remind me that, it’s so important to know why you want to do some
things, yes?
Lisa: Oh my God!
Helena: Not just have beautiful... I don’t know, homes...
Lisa: No!

Helena: ...wasn’t important, yes?
Lisa: No, no, no!
Helena: It’s just ‘why?’
Lisa: No! You’ve got to know the ‘why?’ from a cellular level. Your ‘why?’, I always say: “Your ‘why?’ should
make you cry.” Like, your ‘why?’... I was watching Smillion speak on stage and at the end when he said: “I’m
glad my children were here”, and he got choked up, I was like: “Ah! That’s his ‘why?’”...
Helena: Yes!
Lisa: ...you know, and that, that’s what your ‘why?’ should do for you. Your ‘why?’ should make you move a
mountain. Your ‘why?’ should make you get up earlier than you ever thought possible, stay up late
[inaudible]... You did it the other night, stayed up super crazy, insane late, because your ‘why?’ is big, right?
Your ‘why?’ should have you move your righteousness out of the way and apologize, because your ‘why?’
is so big. Your ‘why?’ should have you courageously raise your hand and say: “Pick me, pick me, pick me!”
without knowing exactly what you’re going to have to do. Because your ‘why?’, your ‘why?’ is what will
keep you going.
Helena: So what is the question to ask yourself? Like now, a lot of people are watching, and now they can
do the exercise...
Lisa: Right!
Helena: ...which will be the most powerful exercise.
Lisa: Right!
Helena: Easy to see, yes?
Lisa: Right!
Helena: But the most powerful.
Lisa: Right! What should you be asking yourself? “What will it take for me to be willing to play full out for
myself? What will it take for me to be willing to play full out for myself? What do I need? What do I need
to hold on to? People, information, understanding. And what do I need to let go of? People, information,
understanding.”
Helena: And ‘why?’ will change also...
Lisa: Oh!
Helena: ...through the years.
Lisa: Oh! I love it, and you know it! Your ‘why?’ will change, your ‘why?’ will morph into something
different. Your ‘why?’ for doing something 20 years ago may not be your ‘why?’ now. My ‘why?’ 20
[inaudible] years ago, my ‘why?’ 20 years ago, my ‘why?’ 20 years ago, was I wanted to drastically transform
my son’s life. 21 years later, I have drastically transformed my son’s life. It’s not my ‘why?’ anymore.

Becoming an inspiration
Helena: And now something else is coming, Lisa also, yes? When did your dream about inspiring people
through television come? What’s happened? Because first is imagination, it’s a dream, then is, the dream
has big ‘why?’
Lisa: Yeah! You know, I didn’t always have the dream to inspire people through TV. It, it was, I was born
and raised in Hollywood in the States, and so, I didn’t, I saw, I saw when the cameras were off. I saw how
intense and mean and, and, and brutal Hollywood can be, so I never wanted to be a part of that. But my
‘why?’ is I want to inspire the souls of people. I want to inspire the hearts of people. I want to aspire, and I
began to see more and more how television is that media. Television is that, is that platform that goes one
to many. Like, however many people are watching us, then that’s the number of people who are [inaudible]
hopefully are being inspired by this. It’s my desire to serve millions, that has me going: “TV is...” And I’m still
cording how it will look, but I also had to be, I had to believe in myself enough. I had to believe in myself
that I can bring value to millions. That took a while.
Helena: You also have a lot of friends. Friends that we know, we just adore, like Oprah, or you know! When
you were like 20 years ago, you didn’t think you would sit...
Lisa: No!
Helena: ...and talk with Oprah, and say: “Oh! Hi my friend!”, or call her, you know?
Lisa: Recently I was at an event and I ran into her, and she was very excited for my weight loss, “Oh my God,
how’d you do it?”, and I just had this surreal moment while she was screaming “Oh my God!” It was like:
“Wow!”, like “This is my life. This is who knows me and I get to be at a lunch with her.” 20 years ago...
Helena: You were watching the Opera show, before?
Lisa: No, I think I was too depressed. Not 20 years ago, maybe 15 years ago I was watching her show. 20
years ago I was, I was watching the paint dry.
Helena: Yeah!
Lisa: I was just, I was watching my drama. I was watching, I was busy watching my misery 20 years ago. 15
years ago I was watching Oprah. 20 years ago, my son was just one year old, I was on governments
assistance, I was getting free cheese, free butter, free, free pasta. My son’s father had just gone to prison.
20 years ago I couldn’t breathe. I couldn’t even watch Oprah. 20 years ago I, I needed to rescue myself. I
was a hungry, scared, mommy.

Learning to forgive
Helena: When did you forgive yourself? Because you have to forgive yourself.
Lisa: I do! You do! We do! My son was 3 years old. I remember!
Helena: This was the bottom?
Lisa: That was the bottom. I, I was engaged to be married, and my fiance was six foot nine, 310 pounds,
which is, a hundred is big, big. He had begun to abuse me. Verbally abuse me, and then started physically
abusing me. And that, that was my low. When I finally got him out of my life, I was considered clinically
depressed. I went to the doctor and the doctor said: “You’re clinically depressed!” That was my low. I was
like: “Me? I’m a motivational speaker. No! I make people happy.” My doctor said: “But you’re not happy!”

I got in the mirror and every morning I would find seven things to forgive myself for. Every morning!
Helena: And then...
Lisa: Every morning!
Helena: ...some things to be grateful.
Lisa: Absolutely! I did three sentences. First sentence was; seven things that I was proud of myself for.
The second sentence; seven things that I forgave myself for. And the third sentence was; seven things that
I’ve, I commit to, seven things that I commit to myself. And so, every day before the rest of the world saw
me, I celebrated me, for [inaudible] with seven things, I forgave myself for seven things, and I made seven
commitments to me first. I did that every single day for six months, and I’ve been doing it now, now for 29
[inaudible] I, I always go after how, how many years my son is, right?
Helena: Yes!
Lisa: I’ve been doing it now for 19 years. I don’t do it every day anymore, but I do it once a week at least.
Helena: Because your brain already know, you know?
Lisa: Oh my God!
Helena: It’s, subconscious knows you...
Lisa: Yeah! What was crazy was, that as I kept doing every day forgiveness, and every day I did seven
different things, but the next day, I could do the same seven I did from the day before. Does that make
sense? And so I kept doing the same thing day after day. I would pick the same thing day after day, and
after a while I go: “Lisa! I forgive you for...” and I go to say that thing that I’d been saying for four months
and it wouldn’t come up. It wouldn’t come up. And I go: “Why hasn’t it come up?”, because like, there was
no energy around it anymore.
Helena: Yeah!
Lisa: So when I tell my students, do it every day and you’ll see a difference.
Helena: Yes, it is. Just do it every day.
Lisa: Oh my God!

Feeling the love
Helena: Lisa! Now you are in Slovenia, the only country with love in the name.
Lisa: Right, right!
Helena: So do you feel the love?
Lisa: Oh my God! Oh my God!
Helena: Yesterday did. I, I...
Lisa: Oh! And today!
Helena: Yeah!

Lisa: Everywhere! But I felt the love when I went to the local mall. I felt the love in the taxi. I just felt the
love. I mean, it wasn’t just at the, at the BigU event, it wasn’t just there, though that, that love was turned
up...
Helena: Yes!
Lisa: ...it was...
Helena: 4000 people...
Lisa: Yeah! 4...
Helena: ...must, must be, you know, like crazy.
Lisa: 4,000 hungry, beautiful souls...
Helena: Yes!
Lisa: ...ready to transform their lives, ready to step into their greatness, grateful to have me here, excited to
be in this season of their lives. I think I met 4,000 of the absolute best people on the planet in Slovenia.
Helena: But you will move, you will go to, back to the United States, still this book will stay...
Lisa: Yes!
Helena: ...here in Slovenia.
Lisa: Yes!

The importance of reading
Helena: And the books are important, yes? Because they remind us, they just, can be like a reminder. When
I forgot, or... not forgot, I just don’t practice, yes?
Lisa: Right!
Helena: I just open the book and see what is there for me.
Lisa: Let me tell you. When people ask how did my life change, it started in a book. I, I’ve, I’ve been on, I’ve
been interviewed 155 times in five months, and they asked me: “How did it start?” And I tell everyone:
“A book!” One book that I implemented. I read the same book nine times, but it started in a book. Then it
went to an event like BigU, and so... The same thing. So, if you look at my life at all and you admire anything
about it, or there’s some things you may want to duplicate, then do what successful people do. Grab a book
and get a highlighter, and give yourself some time and go through it, and then [inaudible] don’t just read it,
implement it.
Helena: Yeah!
Lisa: Oh! I, I...
Helena: This is the most important stage.
Lisa: Yes! And then I would say for those of you who are transforming your life, don’t just transform your
life, if you like the book, get four more copies. And I’m not saying that because I want to sell books
[inaudible] I’m not even the publisher. I’m saying that because you don’t want to grow alone. You want your
tribe, your family to grow with you. The biggest mistake I made, the biggest mistake I made... One of the
biggest...
Helena: Yeah!
Lisa: ...is I’d get a great book that really moved me and I didn’t buy four. I didn’t buy two. So I, I’m excited
that this book is here. I know that the individuals that read this book, you’ll see yourself, you’ll understand
yourself, it’ll push you past hurdles. I, I’m just super excited! I’m super excited!
Helena: And it’s in two languages. It’s in Slovenian, it’s Croatia, and it’s, yours is in English.
Lisa: Yes!
Helena: And there are bonuses...
Lisa: Yes!
Helena: ...added so.
Lisa: They’re [inaudible] and I love the bonuses because it brings the book to life, it gives you a 360
experience. It’s more than just the book, it’s audios and goodies, and... Oh, you can’t beat that!
Helena: There is no excuses anymore, yes?
Lisa: Yeah, none!
Helena: If you would like to live the life of your dreams...
Lisa: Right!

Helena: ...you are the creator.
Lisa: You are, you are, you’re creating your masterpiece.
Helena: Yes! And so, be your masterpiece.
Lisa: Yes!
Helena: First, the best version of yourself...
Lisa: Yes!
Helena: ...and then, your life is your message.
Lisa: Your life is your message! And your life is your message, and it’s being read by many, many people
who, who want to be inspired, not in a judgmental way, but who want to be inspired. And your message is
their inspiration.
Helena: And you can always touch lives.
Lisa: Oh!
Helena: Always...
Lisa: Oh!
Helena: ...in a good way.
Lisa: Oh! Completely! [inaudible] I, I believe that you have the power and the authority to put life, speak
life into people. You do!
Helena: And everybody has!
Lisa: Everyone! [inaudible] And when someone like me or someone like you, you’re using this platform,
I use the stage, when we show up, it doesn’t let anyone else off the hook. Everyone needs to show up.
Everyone needs to show up.
Helena: So never give up and always, always be the best version of yourself every day, because every day in
the morning is the beginning. And in the end you can say just to be grateful...
Lisa: Yes!
Helena: ...and say, how can tomorrow be me the best version of myself?
Lisa: I agree! I agree! I think when you’re looking for ways to stand in your light, to make decisions from
your highest level of consciousness, to live through you, for you, but to let it be about the people who are
going to be inspired by you, beautiful things happen.
Helena: And this is the most important legacy that we can share.
Lisa: Absolutely! It’s the greatest gift that you can give back to people.
Helena: So be the gift!
Lisa: Be the gift!
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productive, organize your life, and set priorities. We only recommend strategies that we use ourselves, and
that actually work. Download it, and set yourself up for success.

WA R R I O R

For more insightful interviews with millionaires, endless motivation,
the best business, marketing and sales strategies, coaching and financial tips,
personal growth and relationship advice, and much more...

Visit our websites
www.smillionmori.com

www.warriorfamily.com

Be a part of the amazing Warrior Family community, download valuable e-books,
and get all the support and advice you need to become successful and happy!

Follow us on social media

Smillion Mori

Smillion Mori
Warrior Family

Smillion Mori
Warrior Family

Smiljan Mori

Smiljan Mori

Listen to our podcast
Click on the logo and subscribe to our podcast: Smillion Mori Warrior Family

You can also find us on:

Who we are
My name is Smiljan (Smillion) Mori.
My most important role is being a husband to my wife Helena,
and a father to our amazing son Samuel and daughter Sima.
I am an internationally successful businessman, author, coach,
and consultant to top performers from all walks of life.
I own one of the largest and most successful insurance brokerage companies in
Central Eastern Europe, and a coaching and motivational speaking empire.
My biggest passion is coaching and helping busy fathers and copreneurs.
Over the last 10 years, my business generated a turnover of almost
60 million euros.
I am an author of 10 best-selling books, including one of the most
revolutionary books in the world;
‘You are your Beliefs’
I am a social media and MLM influencer.
My Facebook and Instagram pages have more than
3.2 million followers.
I am devoting my life to my family, and helping others to become
Warriors for a better present and future.

www.smillionmori.com

www.warriorfamily.com

